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NIF
TARGET FILL, TRANSPORT AND INSERTION CRYOSTAT

ABSTRACT
A cryostat to support the fielding of a cryogenic target within the NIF is described. The present design is predicated upon fuel layer symmetry being achieved with the β layering process and modifications needed for other fuel symmetrization processes are discussed.

DESCRIPTION
This cryostat which supplies target refrigeration subsequent to a high pressure diffusion fill and which accompanies the target sequentially through the fill, layering and characterization procedures and into the NIF target chamber, is shown on Figure 1. Prior to loading cryogens, the unfilled target is assembled to the cryostat extension. The high pressure diffusion fill chamber is mated to the target mount and the vacuum chamber extension is placed over the cryostat extension and mated to the cryostat vacuum enclosure. During the fill procedure, the vacuum jacket extension, which is independently evacuated from the larger cryostat volume, also provides a secondary containment function. The diffusion fill is accomplished by pressurizing both within and outside of the hohlraum. The pressure difference between these two regions must be less than the burst strength of the hohlraum windows which is about 10^5 Pa¹. If the hohlraum windows can be made somewhat impermeable to gaseous diffusion, possibly with a thin metallic coating, the external pressurant could be a gas other than DT fuel.

¹ Window support might be incorporated into clamshell "fillers" which are otherwise used to reduce the quantity of external pressurant and which are assembled around the target and target extension prior to the mating of the diffusion fill chamber to the target mount. In this case, the pressure difference can exceed the unsupported window strength, but for outwardly domed windows the internal pressure must of course exceed that on the outside.
which would greatly reduce the DT inventory. A metallic coating may also be needed to increase the infrared reflectivity of the windows but it is not known whether this amount of metallizing would be sufficient to reduce the gaseous diffusion rate across the window to acceptable levels. Aluminum at a thickness of 100Å however, has been observed to provide an effective permeation barrier against deuterium for paralene coated ICF capsules².

Following diffusion filling of the target, cryogens are loaded within the cryostat. The initial target cool down is accomplished by circulation of liquid helium through the target mount heat exchanger. This flow is initiated by a reduction in the vent line pressure downstream of the heat exchangers. The liquid helium is vaporized and the vapor is super heated in the target mount heat exchanger prior to further super heating in the cryostat extension heat exchanger. The temperature and pressure in the diffusion fill chamber are reduced to allow removal of the DT mixture without a subsequent over pressurization of the capsule. A temperature on the order of 60 K will insure a safe capsule pressure. Following the attainment of a low vacuum within the pressurization chamber, helium is introduced so as to maintain continuum heat transfer and the balance of the DT is purged and replaced with helium at a pressure level just sufficient to provide an efficient purging process; likely 10 Torr or less. When a negligible level of DT is achieved within the pressurization chamber, the helium pressure is lowered further but kept within the continuum regime. The helium flow to the target mount heat exchanger is increased with an attendant lowering of the temperature of the diffusion fill chamber and cryopumping of any residual DT which presumably will be a very small quantity. The target is now heat sunk, with small temperature difference, to the diffusion fill chamber via the helium exchange gas and the fuel within the capsule will freeze as the temperature falls through the triple point.

² Kim??????
Next, flow of the high pressure helium coolant is commenced. This flow passes sequentially through the heat exchangers located in the nitrogen bath, on the vapor cooled shield enclosing the helium reservoir, and finally on the helium reservoir before reaching the hohlraum heat exchangers. At this stage, because of the presence of the helium exchange gas within the pressurization chamber, this flow will not materially affect the cooling of the hohlraum.

If not already located within the target characterization vacuum chamber, the cryostat is moved to within this chamber and the chamber is evacuated. The conical vacuum shell extension is removed, followed by removal of the diffusion fill chamber and installation of the blast shield which protects the target mount. With removal of the diffusion fill chamber, the target is now exposed to a relatively good vacuum and the removal of the decay and irradiation heats are now entirely by heat transfer to the high pressure helium coolant within the hohlraum heat exchangers. The symmetrization of this cooling with respect to the capsule is such as to allow the $\beta$ layering process to produce a uniform DT layer. The helium flow to the target mount heat exchanger is reduced and the target mount temperature rises to the neighborhood of 60 K. Once optical characterization has been completed, the conical vacuum extension is replaced and the target cryostat taken from the characterization chamber and is moved to the NIF and placed within the target insertion chamber. The conical vacuum chamber extension is removed and the cryostat is inserted into the target chamber. The target is now exposed to the target chamber vacuum.
DEVELOPMENT WORK NEEDED

CAPSULE COOLING

The uniformity of the fuel layer thickness obtained with the θ layering process is dependent upon the symmetry of the capsule cooling. This symmetry is achieved by elimination of convection within the hohlraum and by specifying the temperature profile in the hohlraum wall. The thermal design will be determined from a finite element analysis which will consider alloying of the gold hohlraum wall and varying it's thickness to achieve an appropriate thermal conductance, and the placement of heaters and heat exchangers on the hohlraum wall.

DIFFUSION FILL

Minimization of DT Inventory

Two methods to minimize the DT inventory are proposed; use of clamshell fillers within the high pressure chamber and/or use of a gas other than DT outside of the hohlraum. In order to address the feasibility of these, a detailed design of the target support structure must be completed to allow an assessment of the difficulty in fitting up the clamshells and further experimentation is needed to assess the effect of metallic coatings on the gaseous diffusion across the hohlraum windows. Because of activation considerations, the fitting up of the clamshells to the target may have to take place within a glove box.

3 A few atomic percent addition of iron will drastically effect the thermal conductivity of otherwise pure gold.
**Diffusion Fill Procedures**

The diffusion fill procedures outlined above must be refined to reflect the realities relative to the handling of DT.

**Convection Suppression of Hohlraum Fill Gas**

The need for a large fraction of an atmosphere of gas pressure in the hohlraum at shot time for the purpose of tamping the hohlraum wall maybe inconsistent with the need to suppress convection within the hohlraum. Two ways around this are suggested; to keep the pressure low until just prior to shot time and then raise the pressure rapidly and to further subdivide the interior of the hohlraum with thin membranes. In the first approach, the gas is introduced at a temperature approximating that of the capsule and thus does not introduce a large thermal perturbation, however, the fluid dynamics may tend to introduce a mechanical perturbation which possibly can be minimized by utilizing oppositely apposed nozzles with adequate attention to diffuser design. The ultimate extension of the second approach would result in the filling of the hohlraum with a foam. This foam would need to be of such low density, however, that it is not at all clear that such a material could be produced.

**OTHER CAPSULE/FUEL ORIENTATION DESIGNS**

The present cryostat design has been predicated upon a target with solid DT layers symmetrized by $\beta$ decay. Other fuel orientation techniques are presently considered. These include the vertically differentially heated capsule with a uniform liquid layer stabilized by a surface tension gradient, foam supported liquid layers and solid D$_2$ or HD layers symmetrized by bulk irradiation from a laser source. The cold sinks to be incorporated in these techniques could, in principal, be
cooled with the high pressure helium envisioned for the heat sink rings of the present design. Supplementary laser access would be provided for differential heating of the capsul for surface tension gradient stabilization of a liquid layer or bulk heating of a solid layer. The cryostat in each of these cases would look substantially the same as in the present case with the only significant differences being in the details of the design in the immediate vicinity of the target.
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- Cryo System Vehicle (vacuum vessel)
- He cooled shield
- DT, D2, & Ext. He lines are spiraled around LHe vessel
- LHe
- LN
- Transportation Shroud
- He vessel vent
- DT exit
- D2 Exit
- Ext. He out
- He cooling chamber exit
- Thermal conductivity restrictor
- He (2) fill ports
- He cooling chamber
- DT fill line
- D2 in vol. block filled chamber
- Chamber removed after cooldown
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Configuration:

• (4) Tubes to Target Assy.
  (2) DT supply return
  (2) Ext. He S & R with Manifold @ target.
• D₂ used in chamber may not need gas vol. reducing blocks.
Ext. He in

DT in

DT out

Ext. He out

Ext. He in

Ext. He out

DT in/out

Target Tether

Holes thru target tether support